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The weeks are passing so fast.
At the same time as we receive appreciation from people that we have helped,
we are planning our continued work with children including the camps.
“Children in Portugal are the most exposed to poverty!”, the journal Cais 178
reports, in an analysis of children’s rights and needs.
“Bureaucracy and lack of resources are contributing to the poverty. There are
currently about 13 000 children that live in orphanages and young people’s
homes, which is more than in most other countries. The reason is that
Portugal does not have the tradition of placing children in foster homes and
adoptions are rare occurrences in the country. The low level of employment
and salaries and the social limitations are among the poorest in the Union,”
writes the paper.

Autumn´s music camp in Chelas.

St Julians´s Christmas collection

Dear friends and co-workers,
February 2014
Alive and well, John gets to peek into heaven.
Towards the end of his life, as a prisoner because of his faith,
the Lord appears to John and takes him up to heaven. There he
gets to see the heavenly Jerusalem, which in the future will come
down to this earth. When I read carefully and studied what the
Holy City looks like, I found a couple of names which give new
light to the whole Bible.
To begin with, John sees, oh what a glory! – a throne ... surrounded by twenty-four smaller thrones with twenty-four Elders.
And then, towards the end of many long sequences, a feature film
with eighteen chapters, on exactly the last page of the Bible, we
see how a new city is descending. It is full of God´s glory, it
shines and sparkles like a precious stone, crystal clear like
jasper. The walls of the city are great and high, with twelve
gates ... and the names of the twelve tribes of Israel. (Thus,
the world of the Old Testament.) The walls have twelve foundation
stones, and on
those, the names
of the twelve
apostles of the
Lamb are engraved.
(Thus, God
recognizes his
son, Jesus, the
Messiah, as the
Lamb, to whom he
gave the name: Jesus, which means saviour.)
In John´s days, only the Old Testament existed. But God used
John, in writing the Gospel of John in the New Testament. There it
is written: And this is the life eternal, that they might know
thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent.
Consequently, we can believe in God and in Jesus.
When God reveals to his servant John this glimpse into the
future, one understands that God abides by both testaments, the
old one as well as the new! The names of the twelve tribes of
Israel were for the gates. And on the foundation stones were the
names of the twelve apostles who had followed the Lamb. Now we
know that the Father and the Son are one! The
gates and the foundation hold. John 17:3

Now we know
What matters now, when the Book of Life
is opened, is that our names are in there.

(Faith in God has an enormous potential in fighting poverty.
A change of mindset has proved more important than aid or microcredit,
when it comes to lifting people out of hopelessness and misery.)
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News from Portugal

The poor have no cars of their own. In
the photo they have come from Seia in
Northern Portugal to fetch their share
of food and clothes. As they had the
use of a council vehicle, we also took
the opportunity of giving them beds
and other things they had asked for.

The other day Gina needed to exchange
her old, worn wheel chair…
António, the first to receive a “wheel chair”.
Maj-Lis followed when he was crawling to
see where he lived. He received something
of great use. A driver´s license, although he
was illiterate, and his own vehicle, on which
kids from the slums could happily get the
ride of their lives.
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The Johansson family celebrates in Årjäng.
Maj-Lis will be 75
and her sons will also celebrate birthdays that
are milestones for them, so it will be a 200 year
jubilee; Mikael 45, Daniel 40 and Samuel 40.
All are welcome to join us.
Friday May 2, at 3 p.m. there will be a 200 year anniversary.
If you would like to come, please get in touch by March 14,
by telephone 00 46 573-10841 or by email: elisabeth@tyfonmail.se.
On Saturday May 3 we will meet
in Betania, Årjäng at 4 p.m.
with the theme “This became my life”.

Those were the days!

THANK you who in one way or another make our philanthropic

activity possible: aid to the body and soul. Sometimes there is no name
attached to the gifts sent and then it is recorded “unknown”. If you have
not received a personal thank you, it is because there was no name.
So please accept this Thank You! You are important.
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